A program represented by a data flow graph is initiated for execution by allocating the nodes (of the graph) to the available PES in the machine. This allocation of nodes to the PES can be done by adopting one of the following three scheduling strategies.
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The multiprocessor system consists of the following components:
(i) a bank of homogeneous processing elements (PES),
(ii) L special processing element which holds global memory -I-Structure memory [l] (known as the I-Structure processor), (iii) three broadcast type communication media, (a) one for transmitting results of computation, referred to as the "result bus", (b) the secohd primarily for transmitting acknowledgements and allocating nodes to PES, called the "acknowledgement bus", (c) and the third bus for I-Structure operations, known as the "I-Structure bus", A program represented by a data flow graph is initiated for execution by allocating the nodes (of the graph) to the available PES in the machine. This allocation of nodes to the PES can be done by adopting one of the following three scheduling strategies.
Dynamic scheduling
In this scheme, at any instant each PE is allocated one node by the scheduler. Once a PE completes the computation of the operation specified by the node, it broadcasts the computed result on the medium. The PE on receiving the necessary acknowledgements is free to accept the next node of the graph. The process is repeated till all nodes of the graph are exhausted.
Static scheduling
In the second approach, the scheduler divides the data flow graph into as many vets of nodes as the number of PES. Each set of nodes is allocated to a PE prior to the start of execution.
A PE picks up an "enabled" node (from the set it is allocated) for execution, Once it finishes computation of the node, it broadcasts the result to the medium. The PE then picks up the next "enabled" node for execution. The PE repeats this process till it executes all the nodes allocated to it. 1.3 Quasi-dynamic scheduling In this method the data flow graph is divided into a nuniber of partitions by the scheduler. To begin with, each processor is allocated one partition. All nodes belonging to a partition is executed according to static scheduling policy by dividing them into a number of sets. After the completion of a partition, the next partition is allocated to the PES. This process continua till the graph is completely executed.
Execution of a program
Here we consider the execution of a program according to dynamic scheduling strategy. To begin with, the host processor compiles a given source language program P to a data flow graph G , . The compiled data f l~w graph is loaded into the local memory of the scheduler by the host processor. 2.1 Acyclic data flow graph with conditional constructs
We first consider the execution of an acyclic data flow graph. The scheduler allots as many nodes (of the graph) as possible to the available PES according to data flow principles [2, 3] (i.e. "enabled" nodes in preference to "not enabled" nodes). Those PES which possess "enabled" nodes perform the operations specified by them and produce results. A result is broadcast by a PE on the result bus. If a result produced corresponds to an output of the graph, the scheduler picks it up, stores it in its local memory and sends acknowledgement to the PE that produced the result. If the result is not an output, then it is an input to one or more nodes of the graph. (Result that is a "write" onto the global memory is explained in a following section.) The result is picked up by all tlie 1'1% which have nodes for wliicli this is an input operand. Tlie PES mhicli picli up the result send acknowledgements to the 1'E that produced tlie result. As the number of available PES is limited. tlicre could be nodes that are not alloted to any PE ( L e . , still iii tlie local memory of the scheduler) for which the result is ail input operand. If there is (are) such a node(s) with the sclieduler, then the sclieduler picks up the result and updates the appropriate node(s). Following this, the scheduler sends acknowlcdgement to tlic PE which produced the result. The PE which produced the result is relieved as soon as the required acknowledgcments are received. The relieved PE is alloted the next node by the scliecluler. The above operatioii goes on until there are no further nodes to be alloted and all the outputs of the graph are collected by the scheduler.
Consider the execution of a conditional construct. At the time of allotment of a conditional node to a PE, there could be some nodes of tlie two branches of the conditional construct (Le., nodes of the "then" and "else" branches) that are alloted to PES and soiiie nodes of the two branches not alloted to any PE (i.e. still in the local memory of the scheduler). At the instant when the conditional node is alloted to a PE, tlie scheduler stores information about the nodes of the two branches of the conditional construct (whether alloted to PES or not). The scheduler, constantly listening to the medium (result bus), captures any result from a coiiditional node and checks the result. It then releases all those PES alloted to the nodes of the "failed" branch of the conditional (if any). This is done by broadcasting "disregard" token(s) in the medium. Also nodes if any, of the failed branch, which are not alloted to any PE are deleted from the ldcal memory of the scheduler. A merge node (of a conditional construct) is "enabled" on the availability of one of tlic operands. ' 
Cyclic dataflow graph with conditibnal constructs
The execution of a loop is given the highest priority in this machine. A loop is initiated when at least one free PE is available in the system. A PE, alloted to a. node of a loop remains alloted to that loop till the termination of the loop, in order to avoid reallotnient of loop node as many times as the number of iterations. The scheduler, constantly listening to the medium captures result from a loop node when avaiahle. If the result so captured indicates termination of tlie loop, then all the PES alloted to the nodes of the loop are released. If the result captured does not indica.te termination of the loop, then the execution proceeds as follows. If a destination node of the result produced (the destination nodc also belongs to this loop) is already alloted to a PE, then the result available in the medium is captured by the destination. Otherwise, if a free PE is available at this instant, the destination node is allotcd to that PE and the PE is not freed to any other node outside this loop till the end of execution of this loop. If a PE is not availalilc, then a PE already alloted to a nodc bclonging to the same loop is freed and the destination node is alloted to this PE (in ordcr tha!. tlic cxecution of the loop proceeds without the destination nodc etcrnally waiting for the availability of a PE). In case a destination node is not alloted to a PE and is made to wait till a frce PE is availaljlc, a dcadlock could occur.
A simple example of this kind of dcadlocli occuring in this system is whcn the system has only one PE and the dataflow program consists of at least one loop with more than one node in the loop.
Graphs with nested loops and conditionals
In order to supl)ort nested constructs, we have two identifiers, olie for tlie iiesi,ctl loops a n d tlie otllcr for the nested conditionals. 
5.2
The
to left. For instance, the loop identifier of a node belonging to loop 3 which is nested in loop 1, will contain the number 13000.. . 0. The identifier containing the nesting information about the conditional constructs has a similar structure. To accomodate nesting of loops within conditionals and vice-versa, the two nesting identifiers are used simultaneously whep the program is executed.
The outermost loop (containing the inner nested loop(s)) is the indicator for either termination of any of the nested loop(s) or for reallocating the PE. In other words, a PE which is allocated to a loop, in case of necessity, could only be reallocated to any node belonging to a loop which lies within the same outermost loop.
In the case of nested conditionals, nodes as well as any other nested conditional(s) along a branch, could be eagerly allocated (prior to the availability of the result from its corresponding decision node) to PES. At a later instant, if a contrary decision arrives (from the decision node), then the scheduler issues "disregard" token(s) to those PE(s) holding any type of construct on the failed branch of the conditional.
A loop construct nested within the conditional is treated as any other ordinary node as regards transmission of "disregard" to a PE that holds it. But once the branch holding the nested loop succeeds, it is executed as a simple loop construct.
A conditional nested inside a loop is treated in a slightly different fashion. An eager scheduling done on a node lying on a branch of a conditional (nested within a loop), is sent "disregard" (if the corresponding decision fails), even if a loop nesting it, is still being executed. In case the decision succeeds in the next iteration of the loop, reallocating nodes will be a necessity. But such a strategy is adopted to keep the overhead of book-keeping minimum.
Global "read"/"write" operations
Global memory is conceived as an I-Structure memory whose accesses are controlled by the I-Structure processor. This is a "write-once'' memory. A global "write" request is honoured by the I-Structure processor if the request is a first time write. Further, after the "write" operation is performed, the I-Structure PE disposes any pending "read" request(s) for the location. A "write" request on a global location already written by a previous operations is flagged as an error.
A PE requiring a global data first makes a request to the IStructure PE which checks the availability of the requested data (data will be available in a global location if it is "written" by a previous operation). If the data is available, the I-Structure processor immediately broadcasts the data (on the I-Structure bus) to the requesting PE. Otherwise the I-Structure PE puts out a "not-available" signal to the requesting PE and keeps note of the pending request. The waiting PE, on receiving the "not-available" signal, goes to the state of wait for another node. Once the IStructure PE receives the requested data (because of a "write" operation by some other PE), it transmits the same on the IStructure bus. The scheduler then allocates the node to another PE.
Modelling of t h e machine
Below we describe the scheme adopted for modelling the machine in terms of its basic components, viz. processing element, scheduler and buses. This model is used for evaluating the machine for executing programs represented by data flow graphs.
Modelling a typical processing element
Under ideal conditions (viz. unlimited PES, ideal communication medium), a given program is executed by exploiting maximum parallelism resident in G, . Every node in the graph has a PE to which it can be allocated. A PE can start execution of the node aa soon aa the required data are available. Thus the given graph will be executed asynchronously in minimum time. The minimum time is dependent only on the nature of G, . In actual practice however, the number of available PES is limited and the communication medium has a finite bandwidth. Hence under realistic conditions, the PES spend time waiting for input, computing nodes of G , , waiting for the availability of communication medium to send their outputs and waiting for acknowledgements.
Therefore the execution time of G,,, by an ideal machine gets stretched when it is executed in an actual machine.
Since the execution of a given program is carried out by a limited number of PES in the system, the time taken to execute a program can be derived by studying the states of PES during the execution of the program. Hence it is sufficient to compute the time spent by all the PES in various states during the execution of a given program, to evaluate the performance of the machine. The PE state diagram will therefore include PE wait states corresponding to delay in acquiring the various buses, delay due to responses from the I-Structure PE and delay due to the scheduler etc. The various states in which a PE can exist during the execution of a node of G,, can be identified by looking at the execution model of the machine.
Modelling t h e scheduler
During program execution, the scheduler is required to allocate the riodes of the graph to PES, to keep track of the status of PES, to transmit acknowledgements to PES producing results if required etc. Each of these operations takes finite time, independent of the reason for which the scheduler is invoked. Thus the scheduler can be modelled as a constant delay during the execution of a program,
Modelling t h e buses
The buses in the system are modelled using queueing networks. The requests to a bus are queued at the input to the bus. There is no limit on the length of this queue. All the requests to the bus are honoured on a "first come first served" basis. Further there could be only one request that is serviced at any instant. Hence a bus can be considered as an infinite-buffer, single server system that uses first in first out service policy [4] . This is true of all the three buses .in the system.
Average execution time of a node
,The sfate diagram of a PE executing a node is shown in Fig. 2 .
There are b (a.= 3) paths that a PE can possibly take to execute a node (depending on the nature of the node the PE is assigned). Let xi represent the probability that a P E takes a particular path. Let Ti represent the total time taken by the PE to execute IL node along a path i. Ti is the sum of all the times that a PE rpcnds in each of the states along the path i , which consists of (a) the wait time for a node, (b) wait time for input(s) to the node (if not available), (c) compute time of the operation specified by the node, (d) wait time on the result bus for transmission of the result computed, (e) wait time for the required number of acknowledgement(s), etc. In some cases such as accesses l o the global memory, execution of branch nodes etc. Let the number of levels in the graph G, be L,. The next level of the graph enters the state of execution only when the current level completes execution. Therefore the sum of execution times of all levels of the graph, i.e, the execution time of the graph G, is
Other Performalice ineasureg
This model can be used to measure other performance parameters also. One of these performance parameter measurement is illustrated here. 
Using t h e model
From the expression for E,, it is clear that the model can be used to compute the excecution time of any program conceived as a data flow graph, whose nodes are of a desired granularity. Note that representation of resident parallelism in a program is an inverse function of the granularity of the corresponding graph, Execution time of a program represented as a fine grain data flow graph has high overheads, whereas that which has coarse nodes has reduced parallelism. This model can be used to obtain the best suited representation of a given progra111.
